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1. Extract text and convert PDF files to EPUB format The app enables you to convert PDFs to EPUB
format, and it also includes a built-in text editor that makes it possible to extract text from PDF files
and save it to a file, so that it can be used later. To convert multiple PDF files to EPUB format, you
need to pick any folder in your computer’s file system and you need to click “Open” for each PDF
file. 2. Convert multiple PDF files to EPUB in batches The app enables you to convert multiple PDF
files to EPUB format at once. It provides you with the option to either set the start and end page for
conversion or you can use the “Copy to clipboard” option. 3. Convert a single PDF file to EPUB The
app allows you to convert PDF to EPUB format for a single PDF file, for example, if you have a book
in PDF format, this app can be used to get all the text and images from the book in one file. 4. Edit
PDF files after conversion You can use the included text editor to replace the word “Your Text” by
“Your Name”, for example, and you can also remove all unnecessary text from PDF files, such as
header and footer. 5. Advanced options The app allows you to add bookmarks and descriptions to the
PDF files that will be converted. In addition, you can specify whether you want to automatically save
the converted PDF files to a specific folder, and you can even extract images from PDF files for easy
re-use. 6. Design your own cover image You can use the included editor to design your cover image,
so that you can include your logo and other informations in it. You can also add a background image
to your cover page. 7. Supports all ePub versions The app can be used for converting books for all
EPUB versions, including Mobipocket, kindle, and Nook. 8. Cracked Weeny Free PDF to ePub
Converter With Keygen Requirements: You need to have Windows 7, 8.1 or 10 to run the app.
Recent changes: Minor fix Weeny Free PDF to EPUB Converter Screenshots: Weeny Free PDF to
EPUB Converter Reviews: I've been searching and searching for a software that can easily convert
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* Convert pdf to epub. * Open a list of your pdf files from the folder (drag and drop). * Save the
output file to the specified folder. * And a lot more... You will find out the rest, by using Weeny Free
PDF to ePub Converter. Version 2.2.1: - Fix a bug in PDF to EPUB conversion Version 2.2: - Support
for EPUB 3 - Support for ePub 3.0 - Support for Kobo books - Support for Adobe DRM - Support for
ABBYY FineReader format conversion Version 2.1.1: - Fix a bug in bookmarks in ePub Version 2.1: -
Support for ePub 3.0 - Support for Adobe DRM - Support for Kobo books - Support for Dropbox
integration - Support for Windows RT, Universal and Desktop - Support for more books from
selected publishers - Support for more language - Support for language correction - Support for
EPUB 3.0 files - Support for improved user interface - Support for PDFXchange viewer - Support for
page numbers - Support for expanded bookmarks - Support for OpenDocument formats - Support for
more than 100 input files - Support for ZIP files - Support for more languages - Support for ePub3.0 -
Support for Adobe DRM - Support for Kobo books - Support for Dropbox integration - Support for
Windows RT, Universal and Desktop - Support for more books from selected publishers - Support for
more languages - Support for language correction - Support for expanded bookmarks - Support for
expanded bookmarks - Support for improved user interface - Support for ePub3.0 - Support for
PDFXchange viewer - Support for page numbers - Support for OpenDocument formats - Support for
more than 100 input files - Support for ZIP files - Support for EPUB3.0 - Support for more languages
- Support for language correction - Support for expanded bookmarks - Support for expanded
bookmarks - Support for improved user interface - Support for ePub3.0 - Support for PDFXchange
viewer - Support for page numbers - Support for OpenDocument formats - Support for more than
100 input files - Support for ZIP files - Support for EPUB3.0 - Support for more languages - Support
2edc1e01e8
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What's New in the?

Weeny Free PDF to ePub Converter is an application built specifically to convert multiple PDF files
to EPUB format. The app comes in handy for all users who want to read PDF files on any device that
supports EPUB files. The user interface is clean and straightforward and you should encounter no
difficulties when working with this program. The app allows users to effortlessly convert PDF files to
EPUB and it features very simple settings. You can add PDFs to be converted by browsing your
computer (the drag and drop feature is not included), and you can also choose an output folder. The
app enables you to convert all the pages from a document or only parts of it by specifying the start
and end page for the conversion. Weeny Free PDF to ePub Converter works pretty fast even with
large PDF files. For example, it finished the conversion of a PDF file with 195 pages in 2 minutes.
We did not record any crashes, freezes or any other sort of malfunctions during our tests. You can
also include informations such as title, author, subject, publisher, publication and cover image for
each of the processed document. The app enables you to browse the computer in order to select a
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cover image. It is also possible to preview your PDF files and jump to a certain page. In conclusion,
Weeny Free PDF to ePub Converter is a handy tool for all users who want to convert multiple PDF
files to EPUB format quickly and efficiently. Thanks to its overall simplicity and clean layout, it can
be used by beginners and experts alike. What's new Version 1.2.0: - added: updated description -
fixed: fixed a problem with bookmarks not being synced in the last version Version 1.1.2: - added:
optional: by pressing the keyboard "Ctrl+B" you can create a bookmark to move the position to a
certain page - fixed: warning that the selected page was the same as the end of the document was
fixed Version 1.1.1: - added: new: user-friendly user interface - fixed: warning when trying to open
multiple documents from the same account - fixed: a warning was fixed when opening a file that was
already open - fixed: file browser buttons were fixed Version 1.1.0: - added: new: user-friendly user
interface - fixed: bookmarks were not synced between documents - fixed: bookmarks were not saved
- fixed: a problem with bookmarks was fixed - fixed: some minor graphical glitches - fixed: the
license was changed to Public Domain - fixed: minor issues with the app - fixed: the last used date
was not displayed in the general tab Version 1.0.0: - added: new: user-friendly user interface - fixed:
warnings and errors



System Requirements For Weeny Free PDF To EPub Converter:

Linux – Ubuntu 10.04 or later Linux – Ubuntu 12.04 or later Mac – OS X 10.5 or later Windows –
Windows 7 or later Introduction: Way back in the late 90s, the original Diablo was revolutionary for
it’s graphic quality, immersive world and revolutionary level-up system. For the first time ever, the
player had the ability to share items with other players, and this was done by trading with other
players at local taverns. Trading allowed players to carry enough items to be not only self
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